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Humanoid Robotics 

Summary 
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About These Slides 
§  I tried to capture the most important 

content of Chapters 2-9 
§  No guarantee for completeness regarding 

the exam 
§  Can be seen as basis for a good grade 
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Least Squares 
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Problem Definition 
§  Let 

§      be the state vector (unknown) 
§      be a measurement of the state x 
§                    be a function that maps     to a 

predicted measurement 
§  Given n noisy measurements         about 

the state 
§  Goal: Estimate the state    that bests 

explains the measurements 
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Error Function 
§  Error    : difference between the 

predicted and the actual measurement  
  

§  Assumption: The error has zero mean and 
is normally distributed  

§  Gaussian error with information matrix 
§  The squared error of a measurement 

depends only on the state and is a scalar 
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Goal: Find the Minimum 
§  Find the state x* that minimizes the error 

over all measurements 
 

§  Possible solution: Derive the global error 
function and find its zeros 

§  In general complex and no closed-form 
solution 

§  Use a numerical approach 
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Solve via Iterative Local 
Linearizations 
§  Linearize the error terms around the current 

guess 
§  Compute the first derivative of the squared 

error function 
§  Set it to zero and solve the linear system 
§  Obtain the new state (that is hopefully 

closer to the minimum) 
§  Iterate 
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Linearizing the Error Function 
§  Approximate the error functions around an 

initial guess    via Taylor expansion 
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Minimizing the Quadratic Form 

§  Derivative of    

§  Setting it to zero leads to  

§  Which leads to the linear system 
 
§  The solution for the increment        is 
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Gauss-Newton Solution 
Iterate the following steps: 
§  Linearize around x and compute for each 

measurement 

§  Compute the terms for the linear system 

§  Solve the linear system 
  

§  Update state 
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Projective Geometry 
Homogenous Coordinates 
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§  H.C. can simplify mathematical 
expressions 

§  Allow for easy chaining and inversion 
of transformations  

§  Modeled through an extra dimension 
§  Equivalence up to scale 

Homogeneous Coordinates 
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Homogeneous Coordinates 

Definition 
§  The representation    of a geometric 

object is homogeneous if    and     
represent the same object for  

Example 

homogeneous Euclidian 
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Homogeneous Coordinates 

§  H.C. use a n+1 dimensional vector to 
represent the same (n-dim.) point 

§  Example:  
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3D Points 

§  Analogous for 3D points in Euclidian 
space 

homogeneous Euclidian 
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§  Projective mapping 

§  Translation: 3 parameters 
(3 translations) 

Important 3D Transformations  
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Important 3D Transformations  

§  Rotation: 3 parameters 
(3 rotation) 

§  Rigid body transformation: 6 params 
(3 translation + 3 rotation) 
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Inverting and Chaining 

§  Inverting a transformation 

§  Chaining transformations via matrix 
products (not commutative) 
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Camera Calibration 
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Calibration 

§  A camera projects 3D world points onto 
the 2D image plane 

§  Assumption: pinhole camera model 
§  Find the parameters of the camera that 

affect this process 
§  Extrinsics: describe the pose of the 

camera in the world 
§  Intrinsics: describe the mapping of the 

scene in front of the camera to the pixels 
onto the sensor 
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Transformation 

§  We want to compute the mapping 

in the  
sensor  
frame 

in the  
world 
frame 

image 
plane 
to 
sensor 

camera 
to 
image 

world 
to 
camera 
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Visualization 

Image courtesy: Förstner 

image plane 

camera  
origin 
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Extrinsic Parameters 

§  Pose of the camera with respect to the 
world 

§  Invertible transformation  

How many parameters are needed? 
6 parameters:  3 for the position +  

   3 for the heading 
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Calibration Matrix With Intrinsic 
Parameters 

§  Mapping from the camera frame to the 
sensor frame 

§  Contains 4 parameters: 
§  camera constant: 
§  offset image/sensor: 
§  scale difference: 
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Distortion 

§  Last step covers non-linear effects 
§  Location-dependent shift in the 

sensor frame 
§  General mapping 

non-linear functions 
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Humanoid Calibration 
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Parameters to Estimate (1) 
§  True position of a joint: 

§  Estimate joint offsets: 
 

§  Camera extrinsics (relative to the reference 
frame neck joint):   ,   

§  Camera intrinsics:    ,    ,     ,     , 
distortion 
param. 

encoder 
reading 
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Parameters to Estimate (2) 
§  23 joints, 5 redundant joints wrt. camera 

pose and markers: 18 joint offsets 
§  6 extrinsic camera parameters 
§  5 intrinsic camera parameters 
§  4 end-effector marker poses: 12 values 
§  Thus, 41 parameters need to be estimated 
§  Stack all parameters in a vector  
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Formulation as Least-Squares 
Optimization  
§  Consider a set of    different robot 

configurations with encoder readings 
§  The error function is 

predicted marker location in the image 
given the kinematic structure 

current values of  
calibration parameters 

joint readings 

measurement: 
observed marker 
in the image 
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Predicted Marker Location 
§  The predicted location of a marker 

attached to the end-effector        is given by 

calibration matrix with  
current estimates of intrinsic 
camera parameters 

current estimates of  
extrinsic camera parameters 

forward kinematics: transformation  
from the EEF frame into the neck  
frame from joint encoder readings  
and current estimates of the offsets 

homogenous 
coordinates of  
marker position 
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Formulation as Least-Squares 
Optimization  
§  The goal is to minimize the residuals 

 

§  Apply least squares to minimize the squared 
error function 
§  Linearize the error terms around the current 

estimate using Taylor expansion 
§  Get a quadratic from, set its derivative to zero to 

obtain a linear system 
§  Solve the linear system, obtain the new state 
§  Iterate 
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3D World Representations 
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Point Clouds 
Pros 
§  No discretization of data 
§  Mapped area not to be limited 

Cons 
§  Unbounded memory usage 
§  No constant time access for location queries 
§  No direct representation of free or unknown 

space 
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3D Voxel Grids 
Pros  
§  Volumetric representation 
§  Constant access time 
§  Probabilistic update 

Cons 
§  Memory requirement: Complete map is 

allocated in memory 
§  Extent of the map has to be known/guessed 
§  Discretization errors 
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2.5D Maps: Height Maps 
Pros 
§  Memory efficient (2.5D) 
§  Constant time access  

Cons 
§  No vertical objects 
§  Only one level is represented 
§  No distinction between free and unknown 

space 
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Octree-Based Representation 
§  Tree-based data 

structure 
§  Recursive subdivision of 

the space into octants 
§  Volumes allocated  

as needed 
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Octrees 

Pros  
§  Full 3D model 
§  Inherently multi-resolution 
§  Memory efficient as volumes 

only allocated as needed 
§  Probabilistic update possible 
 

Cons 
§  Implementation can be tricky  

(memory, update, map files, …) 
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SDF in 3D 

D (x ) < 0

D (x ) = 0

D (x ) > 0

Nega%ve	  signed	  distance	  (=outside)	  

Posi%ve	  signed	  distance	  (=inside)	  
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Mesh Extraction using  
Marching Cubes 
Find zero-crossings in the signed distance 
function 

3D 2D 
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Signed Distance Functions 

Pros  
§  Full 3D model 
§  Sub-voxel accuracy 
§  Supports fast GPU  

implementations 

Cons 
§  Space-consuming voxel grid 

Knowing camera motion...

Richard A. Newcombe (RSE and GRAIL labs) CSE 576 KinectFusion: Real-Time Dense Surface Mapping and Tracking

...enables measurement fusion (surface reconstruction)...

Richard A. Newcombe (RSE and GRAIL labs) CSE 576 KinectFusion: Real-Time Dense Surface Mapping and Tracking

...also, given a known model...

Richard A. Newcombe (RSE and GRAIL labs) CSE 576 KinectFusion: Real-Time Dense Surface Mapping and Tracking

...we can align a new surface measurement...

Richard A. Newcombe (RSE and GRAIL labs) CSE 576 KinectFusion: Real-Time Dense Surface Mapping and Tracking
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Problem Definition ICP 
§  Given two point sets: 

  
 
with correspondences 

 

§  Wanted: Translation t and rotation R that 
minimize the sum of the squared errors:  

§  If the correct correspondences are known, 
the correct relative rotation/translation can 
be computed directly 
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SVD-Based Alignment Summary 
 
§  Form the cross-covariance 

matrix 

§  Compute SVD 

§  The rotation matrix is  

§  Translate and rotate points: 

Translate 

Rotate 

Image courtesy: Ju 
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ICP with Unknown Data 
Association 
If the correct correspondences are not 
known, it is generally impossible to 
determine the optimal relative rotation and 
translation in one step 
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Basic ICP Algorithm  
error = inf 
while (error decreased and error > threshold) 
§  Determine corresponding points 
§  Compute rotation R, translation t via SVD 
§  Apply R and t to the points of the set to be 

registered 
§  error =  E(R,t) 
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Monte Carlo Localization 
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General Problem 
§  Estimate the pose of a robot in a given 

model of the environment 
§  Based on its sensor data and odometry 

measurements 
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Recursive Bayes Filter 

motion model observation model 
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Monte Carlo Localization 
§  Each particle is a pose hypothesis 
§  Prediction: For each particle, sample a 

new pose from the the motion model 
 
 

§  Correction: Weight samples according to 
the observation model 

§  Resampling: Draw sample   with 
probability      and repeat    times 
(  =#particles) 
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w2 

w3 

w1 wn 

Wn-1 

Resampling 

w2 

w3 

w1 wn 

Wn-1 

§   Draw randomly 
   between 0 and 1   
§   Binary search 
§  Repeat J times 
§   O(J log J) 

§  Systematic resampling 
§   Low variance resampl. 
§   O(J) 
§   Also called “stochastic  
   universal resampling” 
 

step size = 1/J 
initial value between 0 and 1/J  

“roulette wheel” 

Assumption: normalized weights 
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Kinematic Walking Odometry 
§  Based on incremental motion of the torso 

§  Computed from FK from the current stance 
foot while walking 

§  Using FK, the poses of all joints and sensors 
can be computed relative to the stance 
foot at each time step 

§  The transform from the fixed world 
frame to the stance foot is updated 
whenever the swing foot becomes the new 
stance foot 
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Odometry Estimate 
§  Odometry estimate     from two consecutive 

torso poses CHAPTER 3. MONTE CARLO LOCALIZATION FOR HUMANOID ROBOTS

ut

Figure 3.2.: Odometry estimate ut from two consecutive torso poses during the walking cycle.

only noisy estimates of the odometry are available while walking and a substantial amount
of drift accumulates over time. Consequently, a particle filter has to account for that noise
with a higher variance, requiring a higher number of particles and thus more computa-
tional power for successful pose estimation. By learning the motion model parameters
instead, the localization performance can be increased, both in terms of computational
load as well as accuracy.

Here, we consider the most general case of any kind of 3D positional and rotational
displacement, for instance originating from an omnidirectional walking engine. We fur-
thermore assume that systematic drift affects the motion reported by odometry in the 2D
plane, i.e., only (ex,ey, ey) are affected from ex = (ex,ey,ez, ej, eq , ey). This is not a strong re-
striction as long as the humanoid walks on a solid surface, since its motion is constrained
by this surface and it cannot leave the ground. Even when climbing challenging terrain
such as stairs, the drift of the motion occurs in the 2D plane of the stance leg as long as
the robot does not fall or slide down a slope. General noise in the kinematic estimate of
the humanoid’s height above the ground does not lead to a systematic drift.

3.2.1. Motion Model Calibration

For odometry calibration, we will refer to the reduced state vectors containing 2D posi-
tion and orientation as x0 = (x,y,y)>. Corresponding to Eq. (3.8), u0

t = (ux,t ,uy,t ,uy,t)>

estimates the displacement between two poses reported by odometry

ex0t = ex0t�1 +u0
t . (3.9)

To calibrate the drift of u0
t , we assume that a ground truth pose x0 is available in a prior

learning phase, e.g., from an external motion capture system, scan matching, or visual
odometry. Based on the deviations from the ground truth, values of a calibration matrix
M 2 R3⇥3 can be determined to correct the 2D drift of odometry, such that

x0t = x0t�1 +Mu0
t . (3.10)

46
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Motion Model 
§  Noise modelled as a Gaussian with 

systematic drift on the 2D plane 
§  Prediction step samples a new pose 

according to 

 

  

§  We sample an own motion for each particle 

covariance  
matrix 

calibration 
matrix 

motion composition 
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Observation Model 

§  Range data: Ray-casting or endpoint  
model in 3D map  

§  Torso height: Compare measured 
value from kinematics to predicted 
height (accord. to motion model) 

§  IMU data: Compare measured roll  
and pitch to the predicted angles 

§  Use individual Gaussians to  
evaluate the difference 
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Path Planning and 
Walking 
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Footstep Planning with A* 

source: Kuffner et al. 

§  Planning of footstep locations by building up  
a search tree of potential successor states 

§  Fixed set of possible relative footsteps 
§  Foot placements are checked for collisions 

during tree expansion 
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Heuristics 
§  Estimates the costs to the goal 
§  Critical for planner performance 
§  Usual choices: 

§  Euclidean distance (straight line distance) 
§  Shortest 2D path (Dijkstra) with safety margin 

expanded  
state s' 

goal 
state 

h(s') 
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Anytime Repairing A* (ARA*) 
§  Heuristic inflation by a factor w allows to 

efficiently deal with local minima:  
weighted A* (wA*) 

§  ARA* runs a series of wA* searches, 
iteratively lowering w as long as a given 
time limit is not met 

§  The resulting paths are guaranteed to 
cost no more than w times the cost of 
the optimal path 

§  ARA* finds a first sub-optimal solution 
faster than regular A* and approaches 
optimality as time allows 
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Footstep Planning on a 
Heightmap 
§  Consider the height of objects during 

planning 
§  Plan footsteps that also include stepping 

over/onto objects 
§  Use a modified Dijkstra heuristics based on 

the height differences in the heightmap 
§  During planning check whether the height 

difference is within the stepping limits and 
perform whole-body collision checking 
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Adaptive Level-of-Detail Planning 

§  Planning the whole path with footsteps may 
not always be needed in large open spaces 

§  Adaptive level-of-detail planning: Combine 
fast grid-based 2D planning in open spaces 
with footstep planning near obstacles 

Adaptive planning 
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Posture Stability 
A pose is statically stable if 

§  The robot’s center of mass 
(COM) lies above the support 
polygon on the floor 

§  Support polygon:  
The convex hull of all contact 
points of the robot on the 
floor 

source: T. Asfour 
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Zero Moment Point 
§  Stability is achieved if the zero moment 

point (ZMP) is in the support area 
§  A robot standing on the ground applies a 

force and moment to the ground 
§  At the same time, the ground applies a 

force and a moment to the robot (ground 
reaction force) 

§  The ZMP is the point on the ground where 
the total moment generated due to gravity 
and inertia equals zero 
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Zero-Moment-Point (ZMP) 

Zero Moment Point 
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ZMP-Based Walking Pattern 
Generator 
§  Define reference ZMP  

§  In single support phase: always in center of foot 

§  In double support phase: fast switch from 
previous standing leg to next 

§  Calculate COM trajectory to follow the foot 
placements and reference ZMP  

§  Solve inverse kinematics (IK) for given feet 
position and COM position to get the leg 
joint angles 
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Inverse Kinematics and 
Whole-Body Motion 

Planning 
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Inverse Kinematics (IK) 
§  IK computes the joint angle values that 

will cause the end-effector to reach a 
desired goal state (3D/6D position) 

§  Inverse of the forward kinematics problem 
§  FK: 
§  IK: 
§  IK is challenging and cannot be as easily 

computed as FK 
§  It might be that there exist several possible 

solutions, or there may be no solution at all 
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Numerical Approach Using the 
Jacobian: Example 
§  Jacobian matrix for the simple example 

§  The Jacobian defines how each component 
of   changes wrt each joint angle 

§  For any given vector of joint values, we can 
compute the components of the Jacobian 
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Basic Jacobian IK Technique 
while (   is too far from   ) { 
  Compute           for the current config.  
  Compute   
                     // choose a step to take 
                    // compute change in joints 

                        // apply change to joints 
  Compute resulting  
  // apply FK compute new pose of end-effector 

} 
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Limitations of the IK-based 
Approach 
§  For local motion generation problems, IK-

based methods can be applied 
§  Numerical optimization methods, however, 

bear the risk of being trapped in local 
minima 

§  For more complex problems requiring 
collision-free motions in narrow 
environments, planning methods have to be 
applied 
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RRTs – General Principle of 
Constructing the Tree  

RI 16-735,  Howie Choset with slides from James Kuffner

Path Planning with RRTs
(Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees)

BUILD_RRT (qinit)  {
T.init(qinit); 
for k =  1 to K do 

qrand = RANDOM_CONFIG();    
EXTEND(T, qrand)

}

EXTEND(T, qrand)

qnear

qnew

qinit
qrand

[ Kuffner & [ Kuffner & LaValleLaValle , ICRA, ICRA’’00]00]

The algorithm terminates by checking if     
         is near the goal   
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RRT-Connect – Basic Concept 
§  Build trees from both start and end nodes 

(start and end configuration) 
§  Pick a random configuration: 
§  Find the nearest node in one tree: 
§  Extend the tree from the nearest node by a 

step towards the random node:  
§  Extend the other tree towards         from 

nearest node in that tree 
§  Return the solution path when the distance 

between         and the nearest node in 
second tree is close enough 
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Considering Constraints for 
Humanoid Motion Planning 
§  When randomly sampling configurations, 

most of them will not be valid since they 
cause the robot to lose its balance 

§  Use a set of precomputed statically stable 
double support configurations from which 
we sample 

§  Check         for joint limits, self-collision, 
collision with obstacles, and whether it is 
statically stable within the extend function 
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RRTs – Properties (1) 
§  Easy to implement 
§  Fast 
§  Produce non-optimal paths: Solutions are 

typically jagged and may be overly long 
§  Post-processing such as smoothing 

smoothing is necessary: Connect non-
adjacent nodes along the path with a local 
planner 

§  Generated paths are not repeatable and 
unpredictable 

§  Rely on a distance metric (e.g., Euclidean) 
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RRTs – Properties (2) 
§  Probabilistic completeness: 

The probability of finding a solution if one 
exists approaches one 

§  However, when there is no solution (path is 
blocked due to constraints), the planner 
may run forever 

§  To avoid endless runtime, the search is 
stopped after a certain number of iterations 
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Reachability Map (RM) 
§  Constructed by sampling joint 

configurations from a kinematic chain 
§  Apply FK to determine the corresponding 

voxel containing the end-effector pose 
§  Configurations are added to the RM if they 

are statically-stable and self-collision free 
§  Result: Reachability representation, each 

voxel contains configurations and quality 
measure 
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Inversion of the RM 
§  Invert the precomputed reachable workspace: 

inverse reachability map (IRM) 
§  Iterate through the voxels of the RM 
§  Compute the inverse transform for each 

configuration stored in a voxel:  
Inverse of the end-effector transform (obtained 
through FK) to get the pose of the support foot 
wrt the end-effector frame 

§  Determine the voxel in the IRM containing the 
foot pose 

§  Store configurations and manipulability 
measures from the RM in the corresponding 
IRM voxels 
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Inverse Reachability Map (IRM) 
§  The IRM represents the set of 

potential stance poses 
relative to the end-effector pose 

§  Allows for selecting an optimal 
stance pose in for a given 
grasping target 

§  Computed once offline 
§  Queried online  

Cross section through 
the IRM showing 
potential feet locations  

red=low 
green=high 
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Master Theses 

§  Interested? 

§  Contact us! 
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Summary 
§  I hope you enjoyed the lecture 
§  Be prepared for the exam but don’t be 

afraid of it 
§  Many thanks for the positive evaluation and 

helpful comments!!! 
§  Happy holidays! 


